Following the approval of purchase at a town meeting with the support from the State of Connecticut’s Natural Recreation and Heritage Trust Program, Wilton aquired Quarry Head. The property, totaling 33 acres, is owned by the State of Connecticut. The management of the park remains under the Town’s jurisdiction.

Prior to its acquisition by the Town and State, the Degener family owned Quarry Head. The Degener’s summered in Wilton from the late 1920’s through 1988. The property’s historical significance is having been the site of Wilton’s most notable quarry. During the 18th century, the quarry produced millstones for grinding rye and corn in local grist mills. The quarry indirectly gave rise to the name Millstone Road in Wilton. A stone originating from Quarry Head was found to be cracked and discarded by a nearby road, which came to be called “the road by the millstone,” is now known as Millstone Road.

Quarry Head quarried gneiss in the 19th century for steps and foundations for buildings in the area. The Singer Sewing Machine Company in Elizabeth, New Jersey used Quarry Head stone for the sills and lintels in the factory. Quarry operations ceased at the turn of the century, but evidence of the quarrying can be noted by the slabs of gneiss with drill holes and the huge granite ledges that persist today.

Visitors can readily see the evidence of the past residential use of the property with the preserved foundation and fireplace adjacent to the parking area. From here, Quarry Head offers visitors magnificent views to the south, and on a clear day, Long Island Sound is visible.

The well developed trail system enables visitors to walk through the park’s lowland as well as upland habitats. A map box is placed at the trail entrance. From the Ridgefield Road entrance drive, a red-blazed trail makes a long loop covering the southern half of the parcel. The trail initially heads south and then turns to the east, passing through a forest of mature mixed hardwoods. Several specimen trees may be observed along this section of the trail. American beech, red oak and tulip poplar are some of the commonly occurring species. The trail descends gradually passing through several small fern glades and eventually crosses Comstock Brook.

After the crossing, the trail turns northward and parallels the brook. Near the northern property boundary, the trail crosses the brook once again. The return loop roughly parallels the lower part of the red trail. This trail is an interesting walk at any time of the year, though especially during the winter when the rock ledges are at their most dramatic. The red trail loop intersects a yellow-blazed trail. The yellow trail heads northward and becomes the main central trail connecting Ridgefield Road to Tanner’s Drive. The trail passes by an abandoned tennis court where field flowers now grow. Species include goldenrods, asters and Queen Anne’s lace. A blue loop trail veers south off of the yellow trail. The trail leads to a large clump of sweet fern which is not really a fern, but rather an aromatic shrub.

The trail network design makes either short or long hikes possible. The interconnected trails give visitors the option to select a route that meets individual needs. Also, there are several locations in Quarry Head where one can sit and enjoy the scenery.

It is a credit to the Town of Wilton that the townpeople had the foresight to acquire this property, thereby ensuring its future as open space. Not only does the property contain diverse habitat areas, it also possesses a fascinating past in playing a key part of Wilton’s early history. Additionally, credit must be given to volunteer caretakers Larry & Terry Goodwin for their restoration efforts and continued care of the park.

The reader is also referred to the Harrison Smith Preserve featured in this guide. The Preserve lies directly adjacent to Quarry Head’s southern boundary and the trail systems interconnect.
Directions: From Wilton Center, go north on Route 33 (Ridgefield Road) for 3.6 miles. The park entrance is a narrow driveway between two houses (760 and 764 Ridgefield Road).

Acreage: 33.711

Parking: At end of drive off Ridgefield Road; at end of Tanner’s Drive, limited.

Access: Ridgefield Road; Tanner’s Drive; Harrison Smith Preserve

Trails: Scenic trails for hiking and horseback riding. Distances not available.
